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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
In accordance with the PELRA-71, as amended, the School Board, hereinafter referred to 
as the Board, recognizes the Anoka-Hennepin Education Association, hereinafter referred 
to as the Association, as the Exclusive Representative o f TEACHERS employed by the 
School Board o f Anoka-Hennepin Independent School District No. 11 The terms Board 
and Association shall include authorized officers, representatives, and agents. Despite 
references herein to Board and Association as such, each reserves the right to act 
hereunder by designated representatives.
ARTICLE II
LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS
The parties agree to abide by the State and Federal Laws, rules established by the State 
Department of Education and reasonable rules and regulations established by the Board. 
Such Board rules and regulations will not be in conflict with this Agreement
ARTICLE III 
DEFINITION
Section 1. The term "teacher" shall mean any person employed by the District in a 
position (or which licensure is required by the Board of Teaching or the State Board o f 
Education, or in a position o f physical therapist or occupational therapist, social worker, 
school nurse, school psychologist except superintendent, assistant superintendents, 
confidential employees, principals and assistant principals and others who devote more 
than 50% of time to administrative or supervisory duties, and an individual who renders 
part-time teaching service for less than 300 hours in a fiscal year as an instructor in an 
adult vocational education program.
The term "teacher" shall include an employee hired by the Board to replace an absent 
teacher for more than 30 working days, and an employee hired by the Board for a 
teaching position created by increased enrollment, curriculum expansion, courses which 
are a part of the curriculum whether offered annually or not, or other appropriate 
reason.
Job Sharing: The term job sharing shall mean any persons (two or more) employed by the 
District to share a full-time teacher position. Such position may be renewed on a yearly 
basis.
This section shall be in accordance with PELRA -  M.S. 179A.03, as amended.
Section 2. Full-year Teacher
A full-year teacher shall be defined as teaching at least 185 days or having at least 1,325 
hours of employment
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Section 3. Full-time Teacher
A full-time teacher shall be defined as working at least an average 7-hour. 10-minute 
duty day.
Section 4. The vocational license is defined in Chapter 3515 o f Rules of State Board o f 
Education.
ARTICLE IV 
TEACHERS' RIGHTS
Section 1. The Association shall have the right to use school buildings before or after 
school hours for meetings, scheduling such use with the Principal o f the school, providing 
that this shall not interfere with or interrupt school operations. Expenses incident to the 
meeting shall be borne by the Association in accordance with Board policy.
Section 2. Duly authorized representatives of the Association shall be permitted to 
discuss matters pertaining to Association business with district personnel on campus at 
all reasonable times at the discretion of the Principal, provided that this shall not 
interfere with or interrupt normal operations.
Section 3. The Association shall have the right to place appropriately identified notices 
and other material on designated school bulletin boards and in teachers' mailboxes.
Section 4. The Board agrees to make available such information, statistics and records 
as are necessary for the proper enforcement o f this Agreement.
Section 5. P a y  oil Deductions; Teachers shall have the right to have their membership 
dues deducted for the Exclusive Representative on a payroll deduction plan. This shall be 
the exclusive right of the Association and shall not be granted to any other organization 
competing to represent teachers in collective bargaining. Upon receipt o f a dues 
deduction authorization for a teacher, the Board shall continue such deductions in 
succeeding years until notified by the Association to cease. In addition, all teachers as 
defined in PELRA-71 as amended who are not members of the Association may be 
required by said Association to contribute a fair share fee as defined in PELRA-71 as 
amended. The employer, upon notification by the Association o f such employees shall be 
obligated to check o ff said fee from the earnings o f the employee and transmit the same 
to the Association. The notification for "fa ir share" fee must be given to the Board at 
least thirty (30) calendar days before it will be implemented
Section 6. The Board will meet with the Association to discuss policies and matters of 
concern on a monthly basis if requested and at least every four months. This right shall 
not be granted to any other organization competing to represent teachers in collective 
bargaining.
Section 7. The Association shall have a designated mailbox at the District O ffice located 
adjacent to other school mailboxes.
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Section 8. Teacher participation in extracurricular and other duties scheduled after 
normal duty hours shall be voluntary. Teachers wishing to cease participating in duties 
for which compensation is received shall notify the Principal by April 1, so that the 
teacher shall be relieved of such duties for the following year.
Section 9. Teachers shall be entitled to full rights of citizenship and no religious or 
political activities of any teacher or the lack thereof shall be grounds for any discipline 
or discrimination with respect to the professional employment of such teacher. The 
private and personal life  of any teacher is not within the appropriate concern or 
attention o f the Board, provided it  does not interfere with the instructional program of 
the school.
Section 10. Teachers shall not be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or 
compensation without just cause. Whenever possible, the supervisor will discuss with the 
teacher those activities of the teacher which would normally lead to a written 
disciplinary action and shall o ffer suggestions for correction.
Teachers shall be entitled to have an Association representative present at an 
investigatory interview which the teacher reasonably believes might result in a record of 
disciplinary action against the teacher. Such a meeting must be held within 48 hours 
after the teacher is notified.
Section 11. No visitor other than School District officials and parents of the students 
enrolled in the teacher's class shall be allowed in the classroom without prior notification 
to the teacher.
Section 12.
Subd. 1. A ll evaluations and files in the School District relating to each individual 
teacher shall be available during regular school business hours to each individual 
teacher upon the teacher's written request to the appropriate Director. The 
teacher shall have the right to reproduce any of the contents of the files at the 
teacher's expense and to submit for inclusion in the file  written information in 
response to any material contained therein; provided, however, the School District 
may destroy such files as provided by law. A teacher shall be notified if any 
negative information is put in the teacher's file. Likewise the teacher shall have 
the right to challenge (according to MS 125.12, Subd. 14, standards) any material in 
the teacher's file.
Subd. 2. Teachers shall be evaluated according to state law, school board policy, 
and administrative procedure by the appropriate assigned supervisor. Observations 
by a resource teacher shall not be included in the written evaluation components of 
the Teacher Performance Review System.
Section 13. Association Leave; The Association shall be allowed 100 days per year for 
Association business with the Association reimbursing the School District for required 
substitute cost. Any unused Association days at the end o f the school year may be 
accumulated for use the next year. The following rules shall apply:
Subd. 1. Notification to the principal or supervisor shall be made as soon as the 
employee is aware of the use of an Association day.
Subd. 2. Monthly notification o f days used shall be made to the District Employee 
Relations office by the Association.
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Subd. 3. Payment for days used shall be made to the District on January 10 and 
July 10.
Section 14. The Board shall give each teacher a letter defining the teacher's salary, step 
and lane placement for the school year.
Section 15. K-12, ATI: A teacher shall be deemed to have continuing contract rights to
the greatest employment level previously enjoyed within the District. Employment to a 
lesser extent - for whatever reason - shall not waive this right, nor shall the performance 
of a duty within the District for which license is not required. A teacher must exercise 
this right within five (5) years o f accepting lesser employment or they lose the right. 
Teachers exercising this right shall notify the Personnel Director in writing by March 1 
for an assignment the following year.
Section 16. Job Sharing: Fringe benefits shall be received by a participating teacher 
who qualifies under MS 354.66. A ll others may receive fringes by paying the entire 
premiums for coverages desired. See page 13, Article XI, Group Insurance.
Section 17. Copyrights: Any teacher who develops courseware and teaching materials of 
any nature in any media form shall retain full ownership and rights to such courseware 
and teaching materials.
The employer agrees to permit author(s) to copyright or patent any material produced or 
created by an employee.
This section refers only to those materials in courseware that are developed on the 
teacher's own time, with the teacher's own resources, and for which no district 
compensation has been paid.
A teacher may pilot a program in the classroom with district approval and the district 
would have the option to purchase the program at cost
Section 18. Committees: Teachers shall be o ffo ’ed representation on each districtwide 
advisory committee. A majority of those teachers will be appointed by the exclusive 
representative and shall be a part of the recommendation-making process of the 
committee. Should the exclusive representative fail to appoint teachers as per this 
provision, appointments maybe made by the administration.
ARTICLE V 
BOARD RIGHTS
Section 1. Inherent Managerial Rights: The Association recognizes that the Board is not 
required to meet and negotiate on matters of inherent managerial policy, which include, 
but are not limited to, such areas of discretion or policy as the functions and programs of 
the employer, its overall budget, utilization o f technology, the organizational structure 
and selection and direction and number o f personnel.
Section 2. Reservation o f Managerial Rights: The foregoing enumeration o f Board rights 
and duties shall not be deemed to exclude other inherent management rights and 
management functions not expressly delegated in this Contract are reserved to the 
School Board.
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ARTICLE VI
LENGTH OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
Section 1. Duty Days
Subd. 1. There shall be 185 days of service by returning teachers for the regular 
school year.
Subd. 2. The work year for K-12 guidance counselors shall be a minimum of 195 
days. This shall normally include five (5) days the week before and five (5) days the 
week after other teachers' school year. The ten additional days shall be paid for at 
the teacher's pro rata rate of pay.
Section 2. Emergency Closings: Teacher attendance shall not be required whenever 
student attendance is not required due to inclement weather. If a school is closed or 
dismissed for students due to emergency conditions beyond the control of the District, 
teacher attendance will only be required for orderly dismissal of students and protection 
of District property. There shall be no loss in teacher's salary. The Board reserves the 
right to make up any loss o f student class time due to emergency closing.
Section 3. School Calendar
Subd. 1. On or before February 1, the Board shall meet and confer with the 
Association concerning the K-12 and the ATI calendars for the following year.
School shall not be in session during the MEA Convention. Between November 1 
and April 30 there shall be fifteen days or more during which school shall not be in 
session (exclusive o f Saturdays and Sundays).
Subd. 2. In the event it  would be necessary to change the school calendar due to 
unusual circumstances and/or program changes, the School Board will meet and 
confer with the Association prior to any school calendar change.
ARTICLE VII 
HOURS OF SERVICE
Section 1. Basic Duty Day
Subd. 1. Classroom teachers are expected to be on duty the equivalent of one-half 
hour before school starts and one-half hour after school is dismissed. The duty day 
shall normally be 7 hours, 40 minutes, including lunch.
Subd. 2. Teachers on other assignments will have the same minimum duty 
requirements. The specific starting time may vary with the assignment.
Subd. 3. The basic duty day shall include a duty free lunch of a minimum of 25 
minutes except in emergency situations.
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Subd. 4. Effective the 1988-89 school year, each elementary teacher shall have 
preparation time of at least two himcfred-forty (240) minutes per week during the 
student contact day. The total minutes for the week may be divided into blocks of 
consecutive minutes for each teacher. Each block of time shall be at least thirty 
(30) minutes in length.
Subd. 5. In cases where special teachers are used, the regular teacher shall not be 
required to remain in the classroom while the special teacher conducts class.
Subd. 6. On notification to the office, teachers may leave the building for unusual 
situations during their planning periods.
Subd. 7. A ll in-service workshops shall be scheduled within the school duty day. 
Attendance at in-service meetings scheduled other than the school duty day is 
voluntary.
Section 2. Professional Responsibility: The application o f this policy provides an
opportunity for the administration and curriculum sta ff to call meetings reasonable in 
number and length which extend beyond the defined duty day where such meetings are 
necessary in order to conduct the educational programs of the School D istrict
ARTICLE VIII
INITIAL PLACEMENT ON SALARY SCHEDULE 
Section 1. K thru 12 Teachers
Subd. 1. New Teachers: The qualifications of teachers elected for the first time 
shall be those fixed by the State Department o f Education. A maximum of nine 
years of service in other schools will be credited for teachers employed for the first 
time by District No. 11 any time during the effective dates of this Contract 
Experience credit will be given only for experience that was gained within the ten 
years previous to coming to District No. 11. This provision is not retroactive.
Subd. 2. Chapter I or less than full-time teachers appointed as per Article X, 
Section 8, Subd, 2 shall, if subsequently appointed to a full-time position, be 
granted experience credit for outside the district experience according to the rules 
in Subd. 1, and for all o f their teaching experience within the district. Their days 
and hours o f service will be totaled to determine the number of years of equivalent 
full-time teaching experience credit will be granted. Experience credit will be 
calculated based on 175 days, 7 hours, 10 minutes per day, as the equivalent of one 
year of experience. Credit will then be applied to full year credit only and any 
fraction o f a year will not be applied or retained. Combined maximum experience 
credit shall not exceed nine (9) years.
Subd. 3. Long-term substitutes, if appointed to a full-time position, shall be 
granted experience credit for their long-term substitute work as follows: Their 
days and hours o f service will be totaled to determine the number o f years of 
equivalent full- time teaching experience credit they will be granted. Experience 
credit will be calculated based on 185 days, 7 hours, 10 minutes per day, as the 
equivalent of one year of experience. Credit will then be applied to full year credit 
only and any fraction o f a year will not be applied or retained. The maximum 
experience credit shall not exceed nine (9) years.
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Seetion 2. Vocational-Technical and Vocational Planning Center Instructors
A ll instructors teaching vocational-technical courses and in the Vocational Planning 
Center shall be hired in accordance with the Salary Schedule. Instructors must qualify 
for a license under the Division of Vocational-Technical Education of the Minnesota 
State Department o f Education.
The following policies will be followed for vocational-technical and vocational planning 
center instructors.
Subd. 1. Work experience must be in the subject area o f the instructor.
Subd. 2. Vocational-technical or Vocational Planning Center instructor is defined 
as the licensed instructor teaching vocational courses or having major responsibility 
for developing these courses or Vocational Planning Center responsibilities.
A. Nondegreed instructors (Initial Placement)
1. Lane -  Place in BA lane for basic salary determination.
2. Vertical -  Satisfaction o f requirements for license shall qualify 
for BA level placement. A fter that, work experience counts 
for vertical placement at the rate of one year, one step 
(maximum - Step No. 9).
3. Combination - Credit is to be given for work experience and 
teaching experience, at the rate of one year, one step. Each of 
these categories may be credited individually through eleven 
steps.
4. An instructor who has previous teaching experience and has 
fulfilled the educational requirements for a 5-year vocational 
license prior to employment shall be placed on the BA+15 
leveL
B. Degreed instructors (Initial Placement)
1. A teacher with a BA Degree shall be placed on the BA lane.
2. Work experience shall be counted one year, one step, to a 
maximum of eight years. This work experience must be in the 
last nine years. Work experience will be equated as follows: 
2000 hours equals one year.
3. A teacher with a BA Degree and a 5-year vocational license 
shall be placed on the BA+15 lane.
4. Combination - Credit is to be given for work experience and 
teaching experience at the rate of one year, one step. Each of 
these categories may be credited individually through eleven 
steps.
5. Additional college credits will be in accordance with the Salary 
Schedule.
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ARTICLE IX
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR LANE ADVANCEMENT
Section 1. Purpose
Subd. 1. The main purpose of the interim lanes to the MA infield lane is to 
encourage staff members to obtain advanced degrees. I t  is usually desirable, 
therefore, that all of these credits be graduate credits. However, upon the 
approval of the Superintendent, a maximum of one-third of these credits may be 
undergraduate credits earned in a teacher's field, in a closely related field, or in 
education. A ll credits counted for the above classifications must be earned after 
the BA Degree has been received.
Subd. 2. The main purpose o f the MA Lane and beyond is to encourage teachers to 
complete academic study which enhances their content area knowledge and 
instructional skills. The master's degree and credits earned beyond the master's 
degree should be in the subject the teacher teaches, education, curriculum, 
instruction, or a similar concentration normally offered through the graduate 
program of a college of education.
Subd. 3. Course work primarily intended to prepare a teacher for another 
profession or trade outside of education will not be applied toward any lane 
change. Exceptions may be granted by the Superintendent after a review of the 
individual circumstances.
Section 2. Rules
Subd. 1. A teacher who is planning to take additional course credits toward lane 
advancement shall notify the Principal or immediate supervisor.
Subd. 2. A statement from the registrar of the institution attended certifying the 
course taken, credits allowed and grade received shall be submitted in the following 
manner:
A. Credits earned prior to September 1 and received in the Personnel 
O ffice by October 31, shall become e ffective from the start of the 
school year.
B. Credits earned prior to November 1 and received in the Personnel 
O ffice by January 14 shall be applied on the last three quarters of the 
teacher's contracted basic salary. Credits earned prior to January 15 
and received in the Personnel O ffice by March 31 shall be applied on 
the last half o f the teacher's contracted basic salary. Credits earned 
prior to April 1 and received in the Personnel O ffice by June 1 shall 
be applied on the last quarter o f the teacher's contracted basic 
salary. Weekend dates revert to the previous Friday.
C. A teacher who earns ereifits to qualify for the next higher 
classification on the Salary Schedule will move directly across, 
horizontally, to the corresponding step in the new lane.
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D. A ll credits counted toward the salary lanes above the Master's Degree 
shall be on the graduate level and shall be earned after the Master's 
Degree has been received.
E. A grade equivalent of "C " or higher, or "P " when pass/fail method of 
grading is used, is required to apply toward step-lane advancement
F. Transcripts: Application for lane advancement need only be
accompanied by official transcriptfs) covering the actual total credits 
being used for this lane advancement.
Section 3. Five-Year Program: The five-year program of teacher preparation shall be 
placed in the BA+60 lane. To be counted for Salary Schedule placement, the five-year 
program must have been completed in an institution that has a regularly established and 
approved five-year program.
Section 4. Lane Change for ATI Teachers
Subd. 1. Vocational-Technical and Vocational Planning Center teachers may move 
horizontally on the Salary Schedule by earning college credits. They may also earn 
lane changes by taking industrial training or by obtaining work experience which 
must be approved by the Superintendent or his designee.
Subd. 2. Industrial training and approved work experience shall apply toward lane 
transf er as follows:
A. Industrial Training shall consist of workshops, seminars, institutes, 
training sessions or formal classes conducted by industry, industry 
associations, educational institutions or educational organizations.
B. Approved Work Experience. The purpose of work experience shall be 
that of updating in one's technical area or for reinforcement in areas 
where greater depth in technical areas is needed, and where 
appropriate college credits or industrial training as provided in Subd. 
2A above is normally not available within commuting distance of 
Anoka-Hennepin School District No. 11.
Subd. 3. Credits. The formula for transposing clock hours in Subd. 2 shall be
A. 12 hours of industrial training equals one cred it
B. 36 hours of approved work experience equals one credit
Subd. 4. Clock hours and college credits may be combined to move horizontally.
Subd. 5. A teacher on the BA lane who has a BA degree and receives a 5-year 
vocational license shall be advanced to the BA+15 lane.
Subd. 6. If a nondegree person gets a BA degree after employment, he/she may be 
advanced up to and including the BA+30 lane.
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ARTICLE X
BASIC SCHEDULES AND RATES OF PAY
Section 1. Salary Schedules: The salaries reflected in the schedules o f Appendix A shall 
be a part o f the letter of employment given to each teacher in the bargaining unit (unless 
an exception is made in this Article). Teachers hired for less than fifll time or for less 
than a full year will be paid a prorated salary according to time worked (one hour = 1/7 
full time, one day = 1/185 of full year).
Section 2. Status of Salary Schedule; The annual increment shall be contingent upon 
satisfactory service and evidence of growth on the part of staff members. The School 
Board may, upon administrative recommendation, withhold increases in salary if work is 
not satisfactory.
Section 3. Compensation schedules for extracurricular activities in Appendix "B," 
attached hereto, are a part of the Agreement
Section 4. Paychecks
Subd. 1. Paychecks will be issued every second Friday.
Subd. 2. E ffective July, 1987, the first payroll date shall be July 17.
Subd. 3. Paychecks shall be subject to deductions inder the law for the State 
Teachers' Retirement and/or other authorized deductions.
Subd. 4. K-12 Teachers
A. A ll returning teachers will annually be afforded the opportunity to 
select a 21 or 26 payment pay plan. This will be done by 
authorization card before May 20. The plan chosen will continue in 
e ffec t in succeeding years unless changed by a new authorization 
card.
New teachers shall be afforded the opportunity to select either a 21 
or 26 payment plan when hired.
B. A ll returning teachers and new teachers whose contracts are received 
in the payroll department at least two weeks prior to the first regular 
pay date shall be paid on the first regular pay date after returning to 
work, wages for the actual number of workdays completed by 
returning teachers at the end o f that first payroll period. The balance 
of their contract salary will then be divided by 21 or 26 (according to 
Subdivision 3A above) for payment throughout the remainder o f the 
school year.
C. The balance due on the Contract will be paid in full on the last day o f 
school except for those individuals whose option is listed in 
Subdivision 5.
Subd, 5. Teachers may also elect to have their checks mailed on every second 
Friday during the summer months rather than having a balance due on the Contract 
on the last day o f school.
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Section 5. Replacement Teachers; Replacement teachers who teach continuously for 
more than thirty (30) days but less than one-half year on the same assignment (replacing 
one individual teacher) shall be paid according to their appropriate lane and step on the 
Teachers' Salary Schedule (maximum: Step 3). Replacement teachers who teach at least 
one-half year shall be paid to a maximum of Step 5.
Section 6. Summer School Teachers: Summer school pay shall be determined on this 
formula:
School year salary* x 1/7 = hourly wage 
185 days
The maximum hourly wage determined by this method shall be $21.07 for 1988
$21.81 for 1989
*The school year salary to be used here is the one used for the year immediately 
preceding the summer school session.
The salary of curriculum writing teams shall be determined in the same manner as the 
pay of summer school teachers.
Section 7. Part-time Homebound, Teleteaching. Teen Parent, ESL Teachers: Salaries 
will be according to the following hourly pay schedule:
Education
1987-88
Hourly Wage
Bachelor's Degree $20.35
Master's Degree $22.15
Section 8. Less Than Full-time Chapter I Teachers
1988-89
Hourly Wage
$21.06
$22.92
Subd. 1. Chapter I teachers shall be paid at an hourly rate as follows:
Education
1987-88
Hourly Wage
1988-89
Hourly Wage
BA Degree or Below $20.35 $21.06
MA Degree $22.15 $22.92
Section 9. Driver Education Behind-the-Wheel Salaries: Teachers of driver education 
shall be paid at the rate of:
1987-88 1988-89
$18.22 per hour $18.85 per hour
Section 10. District Consultants and Building Department Leaders
Subd. 1. Building Department Leaders assigned per the District policy will be paid 
$1,201 above their teaching schedule for 1987-88 and $1,225 for 1988-89.
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Subd. 2. District Consultants shall be paid $1,201 for 1987-88 and $1,225 for 
1988-89.
Subd. 3. Days of extended school year work for Secondary District Consultants may 
be available during the summer. Approval of summer work may be granted by the 
Coordinator o f Curriculum upon receipt from the Consultant o f an agenda for the 
requested day(s). Pay shall be on a daily basis prorated from the Consultant's 
teaching salary of the previous school year.
Section 11. Secondary Vocational: A  teacher with a secondary vocational license
teaching in an assignment for which a secondary vocational license is required shall be 
paid an additional $605 for 1987-88 and $617 for 1988-89.
Section 12. Information and Training Workshops
Subd. 1. Attendance at workshops authorized by the district during the summer for 
the purpose o f providing information and/or training shall be voluntary.
Subd. 2. Teachers designated by the District as participants for whom the 
information and or training is intended and are notified in writing accordngiy shall 
be compensated at the rate of $132 far 1987-88 and $136 for 1988-89 per day in 
addtion to any expenses incurred.
Subd. 3. Workshops o f one-half day will be compensated at one-half daily rate.
Subd. 4. Teachers who request and receive District approval to attend workshops, 
clinics, and seminars sponsored by either the District or outside agencies will be 
reimbursed by the District for expenses incurred (e.g. registration, travel, meals, 
lodging).
Section 13. Miscellaneous
Subd. 1. A teacher of grades 7-12 who voluntarily teaches an additional class 
period other than normally taught will be compensated on a pro rata basis. This is 
not to cover an occasional substitute situation as referred to in Section 13, Subd. 3.
Subd. 2. A full-time teacher assigned to two or more buildings shall be credited 
with the actual time spent in travel against the teacher's student contact time. 
Travel time shall not be deducted from preparation time.
Subd. 3. I f  a teacher is requested by a Principal to teach during his/her preparation 
time, and accepts, he/she will be compensated at the rate o f twelve dollars and 
eighty-six cents ($12.86) per hour in 1987-88 and thirteen dollars and thirty-one 
cents ($13.31) per hour in 1988-89.
Subd. 4. A teacher who is not provided with a car and who is authorized to use 
his/her own automobile in pursuance of assigned school duties shall be reimbursed 
at the IRS approved rate.
Subd. 5. Any ATI teacher who performs at the request of the district duties beyond 
the normal duty day and beyond those professional responsibilities covered in 
Article VII, Section 2 will be compensated on a pro rata basis, with compensatory 
timcv or with contract extension, such choice to be indented by the administration 
at the time of the request.
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ARTICLE XI
GROUP INSURANCE
Section 1. Eligibility
Subd. 1. Teachers eligible for insurance coverage shall be defined as those teachers 
who are considered full time on a 185-day Contract or who have 1325 hours of duty 
time: ATI shall have at least 925 hours of pupil contact time.
Subd. 2. Upon the employee providing the carrier proof of insurability, a less than 
full-time teacher who does not qualify under Subd. 7 below who worte at least 10 
hours per week and at least 31 continuous days will be eligible for Health and/or 
Dental insurance coverage provided they elect to pay the entire premium for the 
plan(s) they choose.
Subd. 3. Eligible employees hired after the signing of this agreement shall have 
their insurance coverage begin on the first of the month following the first full 
month o f employment. The basic health and hospitalization plan, liability insurance 
and Workers' Compensation are effective the first day at work. For purposes of 
this subdivision nontenured teachers terminated and then rehired before the start of 
the school year will have coverage e ffective the first day o f work.
Subd. 4.
A. Long-term substitute teachers hired for a known 100 days or less 
during a school year shall not be eligible for District contribution for 
insurance plans. These employees may enroll in the District health 
and hospitalization plan by paying the entire premium.
B. Long-term substitute teachers whose term of employment exceeds 
100 days become eligible for District contribution for insurance 
plans. They will be reimbursed for any health and hospitalization plan 
premiums they have paid which the District contributes for other 
teachers in the bargaining unit
Subd. 5. Voluntary Participation: Participation by an eligible employee in
insurance programs under Article XI is voluntary. Eligible employees who choose 
not to participate shall receive no additional compensation in lieu o f not 
participating.
Subd. 6. Job Sharing: See page 4, Article IV, Section 16.
Subd. 7. Part-time; Upon the employee providing the carrier proof of insurability, 
effective July 1, 1986, a teacher who teaches less than full-time but at least three 
and one-half hours per day shall be eligible for prorated District contribution for 
negotiated insurance plans as described in the working agreement, provided the 
teacher elects to pay the remaining premium. The premium paid by the District 
shall be in the same proportion as the teachers contract or number of hours worked 
/ 1325 hows. If the contract hours increase during the year, the District's 
contribution shall be increased one time only at the beginning of the next quarter. 
Teachers in this category who elect to participate in the dental insurance must 
commit themselves to participate in the plan for one full year.
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Section 2. Hospitalization-Medical-Major Medical
Subd. 1. Single Coverage: The Board shall contribute 100% o f the premium cost
Subd. 2. Dependent Coverage: E ffective March 1, 1986, the Board shall contribute 
50% plus $32.50 per month o f the premium cost for all full-time teachers employed 
by the District who are enrolled in the School District basic health and 
hospitalization plan.
Subd. 3. Dependent Only Coverage (Basic Plan); When both husband and wife work 
for the school district and are eligible for insurance coverage and enrolled in the 
District basic plan, the District will contribute 100% o f the premium cost for 
dependent coverage.
Subd. 4. Additional Base Plan Coverage! The following specification changes shall 
be made in the basic plan:
A. The $6,000 maximum on the 100% covered portion o f hospital, 
ambulance, etc., expenses shall be increased to $10,000 e ffective 
March 1, 1986.
B. The $250,000 aggregate per person maximum shall be increased to 
$500,000 effective July 1, 1984.
C. The diagnostic x-ray and lab benefit shall be increased to $100 
effective July 1, 1984.
D. Family deductible shall be $100 per person with a $200 family 
maximum, effective March 1, 1986.
E. One physical examination per year will be covered to a maximum o f 
$100, effective March 1, 1986.
F. Eye examination and eye glasses once every two years, e ffective July 
1, 1986. (Eye glasses for employee only.)
Subd. 5. HMO Plans: The District will contribute the same dollar amount for 
employees enrolled in the HMO plans as they do for those enrolled in the basic 
health plan.
Section 3. Long-term Disability - Income Protection: The Board shall provide this 
insurance plan at no cost to the employee. The maximum monthly benefit for qualified 
teachers shall be equal to two-thirds o f current annual salary not including extra services 
compensation.
Section 4. Term Life -  Accidental Death and Dismemberment
Subd. 1. The District shall provide $50,000 for this plan, effective March 1, 1986.
Subd, 2. E ffective July 1, 1986, teachers may purchase, subject to the eligibility 
requirements o f the carrier, additional supplemental life  insurance in aggregates o f 
$10,000.
Section 5. Workers' Compensation: The District shall provide Workers' Compensation 
insurance as required by law with the following guidelines.
Subd. 1. For the employee who is absent from work as a result o f a compensable 
injury, the District will pay the difference between the compensation received 
pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Act by the employee and the employee's 
regular rate o f pay to the extent o f the employee's earned accrual o f sick leave 
(unless the employee requests that sick leave not be utilized). The School District 
will make a payroll deduction (or monies received by the employee from the 
District's Workers' Compensation insurance carrier.
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Section 6. Liability Insurance: The District will carry liability insurance on all teachers 
to the maximum required by law.
Section 7. Dental Insurance; The District shall contribute 100% o f the premium. 
E ffective July 1, 1986, maximums will be $1,500 for basic care and $1,000 for 
orthodontia coverage.
Section 8. Teachers on Leave o f Absence: Teachers on approved leave o f absence shall 
be allowed to continue participation in any group insurance plan available for teachers 
(except Long-term Disability and Workers' Compensation) provided they pay the premium 
themselves. Teachers participating in any of the insurance plans available shall prepay 
the District on a quarterly basis. Teachers who cancel their participation shall not be 
eligible for the insurance until they return to work.
Section 9 Teachers on Long-Term Disability
Subd. 1. Teachers who are on a long-term dsability shall be allowed to continue 
participation in any groig> insirance plan in which they participated prior to going 
on long-term dsability.
Subd. 2. The District shall contribute an amoimt equal to that contributed for 
active employees for single health/hospitalization coverage. Dependent coverage 
contribution by the District shall continue at the amount in e ffec t at the time o f 
dsability and shall cease two years from the time o f long-term dsability eligibility.
Subd. 3. The District shall contribute the full premium for life  insirance until the 
waiver o f premium commences.
Subd. 4. Dental insurance may be secured by employee payment o f the entire 
premium in e ffec t for active employees.
Section 10. Flexible Fringe Benefit Plan; E ffective July 1, 1988, the District shall set 
up a Flexible Benefit Account for every eligible teacher pursuant to Section 1 Subds. 1 
and 7 o f this Article:
Subd, 2. The District contribution shall be in accordance with above Section 2, 3, 4, 
and 7.
Subd.3. For each eligible teacher to participate in this plan, they must take at the 
minimum the following:
a. Full sin^e Hospitalization-Medcal-Major Medcal for the basic health 
plan.
tx Long Term Disability -  Income Protection to the lim it o f their salary.
c. Term L ife  -  Accidental Death and Dismemberment o f $50,000.
d. Dental Insirance pursuant to Section 7 o f this Article.
Subd. 4, Each eligible teacher who participates in the plan shall have the 
opportunity to purchase via payroll deduction, Le. salary reduction, addtional 
coverage far optional benefits as provided for in the [dan.
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ARTICLE XII
MATERNITY LEAVE OF ABSENCE*
•Births occurring prior to ratification o f this agreement will be governed by the 1985-87 
Working Agreement. Thereafter this agreement will be in force.
Section 1. Pregnant teachers may resign or take maternity leave o f absence.
Section 2. Upon learning of her pregnancy, a teacher shall notify, through her 
principal/super visor, the Personnel O ffice of her expected date o f confinement no later 
than the fourth month of her pregnancy.
Said teacher shall, through her prinoipal/supervisor, notify the Personnel O ffice o f her 
intention to take such leave, or resign at least forty (40) duty days prior to the date on 
which the leave is to begin, except in emergency cases. This notification will also 
indicate whether the teacher is taking a maternity leave, a child care leave returning at 
the start of a school year, a child care leave returning on the first day o f the third 
marking period, or a combination of a maternity leave followed by a child care leave. 
The leave shall be granted for the requested date unless the teacher's physical condition 
interferes with performance of teaching duties and responsibilities.
Section 3. Maternity Leave: A maternity leave shall not normally exceed thirty (30) 
days. "Days" shall be considered duty days except after the end of the school year and 
before the start of the next school year. In this instance, "days" shall be week days. 
Exceptions requested through the Personnel Department for longer leaves may be 
granted by the Board for delivery dates that are near the start or end o f the school year 
as well as for unusual medical problems.
Section 4. Rules:
Subd. 1. Start of Maternity Leave: A maternity leave shall begin no later than the 
first day of confinement
Subd, 2. Maternity Leave:
A. Employees selecting and completing a maternity leave during the 
school year shall be assigned the same position they l e f t
B. Employees selecting and completing a maternity leave during the 
nonschool months shall have the same rights of assignment as other 
returning teachers.
C. A teacher selecting a maternity leave shall be allowed to use 
accumulated sick leave, as provided in Subd. 4, for any duty days of 
disability due to pregnancy or child birth, during the term of the 
leave.
Subd. 3. Insurance Benefits:
A. Teachers on maternity leave shall have continuous insurance coverage 
per this agreement
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A. A teacher may choose to use earned sick leave for the regular duty 
days she is disabled up to and inducing thirty (30) duty days, upon 
submitting an affidavit o f this to the Employee Relations Office. 
This disability shall begin no later than the first day of confinement. 
Disability as determined by the teacher of more than ten (10) duty 
days prior to the date of confinement may require certification of the 
disability by her physician.
B. Disability due to pregnancy more than thirty (30) duty days must be 
certified by the teacher's physidan and may be subject to an 
examination for confirmation by the District's physician.
Subd. 5. Sick Leave Days;
A. A teacher will not earn sick leave days while on maternity leave.
B. Teachers will be granted their unused sick leave days at the 
completion o f the leave.
Subd. 4. Disability;
ARTICLE XIII
CHILD CARE, PATERNITY AND/OR ADOPTION LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Section 1. Child Care Leave; A child care leave is defined as the period of time a 
teacher intends for the convenience and comfort of the teacher as w d l as the care o f the 
child. This leave of absence shall not normally exceed eighteen (18) months in length. 
The return date for the child care leave shall be at the start of a school year, or on the 
first day of the third marking period provided the leave <bes not then exceed twelve (12) 
months in length. A teacher on child care leave may request in writing to the Director 
o f Personnel, and shall be granted, midterm assignment to a position for which the 
teacher is licensed, if such a vacancy arises and the teacher accepts that assignment. 
Midterm retirns from leave granted wider this provision shall be for the remainder o f 
the school year only. Assignment for the following school year shall be in accordance 
with Section 2C of the Article. ATI teachers using this section may indicate their retirn 
at a program start and/or marking period.
Section 2. Child Care Leave;
A. Employees selecting a child care leave, intending to return at the start of 
the school year, must notify the Personnel O ffice of their intention to retirn 
by March 1. I f  the employee has not notified the Personnel O ffice by March 
1, the District will notify the employee as soon as passible that they will be 
considered terminated fifteen (15) days after receipt o f this notification if  
the employee fails to respond.
B. Teachers intending to return on the first day of the third marking period 
must have so indicated in their initial notification of intent to the District 
(see Article XII, Section 2 above).
C. Teachers returning from a child care leave shall be guaranteed a position 
contingent on the rules governing seniority.
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D. A teacher selecting a child care leave shall be allowed to use accumulated 
sick leave, as provided in Subd. 5, for any duty days of disability due to 
pregnancy or child birth, during the term of the leave.
E. If a teacher opts to forego maternity leave, insurance will be provided during 
the first 30 days of child care leave. Teachers on child care leave may 
continue coverage beyond the first 30 days by paying the group rate cost. 
Teachers wishing to continue any other insurance plans may do so by paying 
the group rate cost. Teachers participating in any of the insurance plans 
available shall prepay the District on a quarterly basis. Teachers who cancel 
their participation shall not be eligible for the insurance until they return to 
work.
Section 3. Paternity and/or adoption leave o f absence may be requested through the 
Personnel Director by either parent for a maximum of eighteen (18) months. Employees 
granted this leave shall have the same rights to insurance benefits as provided to 
teachers on maternity leave (Article 12, Section 4, Subd. 3) or child care leave (Section 
2E above) depending on duration o f the leave.
Section 4. Conditions for return to employment under this Article shall be the same as 
provided to teachers on maternity leave (Article 12, Section 4, Subd. 2 A and B) or child 
care leave (Section 2B and C above) depending on duration o f the leave.
ARTICLE XIV
SICK-PERSONAL/EMERGENCY LEAVE
Section 1. Full-time teachers will be granted 12 days leave o f absence at the start of 
each school year for personal illness, serious illness of a member of the immediate family 
or on account of death o f a member of the immediate family. The immediate family 
shall include husband, wife, children, mother, father, sister, brother and in-laws of 
similar degree of relationship. Job sharing teachers will be granted 12 days leave o f 
absence on a pro rata basis.
Subd. 1. The 12 days allowed include personal leave, under Section 2 o f this 
Article.
Subd, 2. The 12-day allowance will be granted at the beginning o f the school year.
Subd. 3. Teachers employed during the school year shall be granted pro rata sick 
leave allowance.
Subd. 4. Teachers terminating employment during the school year shall be required 
to reimburse the District for sick leave days taken but not earned.
Subd. 5. Sick leave shall accumulate to an unlimited amount.
Subd. 6. Sick and personal leave may be taken for a full or one-half day.
Subd. 7. E ffective July 1, 1984 unused sick leave days will be updated for each 
teacher on each pay date.
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Subd. 8. Teachers who have accumulated thirty (30) days of sick leave and who use 
less than half of the year's allotted sick leave may cash in up to five days of unused 
sick leave in June of each year, such days to be exchanged at the current top daily 
substitute rate by notification to the Employee Relations Office.
Teachers who have sold days to the District, and due to serious illness(es) have used 
their reserve, may purchase days from the District at the top daily cirrent 
substitute rate to the limit that they have sold.
Section 2. Personal Leave: Three noncumulative personal leave days deducted from sick 
leave shall be granted each year for incidents involving personal business which cannot 
normally be scheduled on nonduty days or emergencies. Such days shall be granted 
according to the following guidelines:
Subd. 1. Examples o f legitimate claims for personal leave:
A. Closing procedures for sale or purchase o f home.
B. Urgent legal matters related to the settlement o f relative^) estate.
C. Religious holidays.
D. Special examinations administered by universities in connection with 
degree programs.
E. Pallbearer or funeral services of close relatives, or very close friend, 
not covered by current rules.
F. Weddings in immediate family or attendant at a wedding o f a close 
friend.
G. A schedule change by a common carrier due to inclement weather.
H. Matters associated with adoption.
I. Job interviews/examinations.
J. Family Emergencies.
K. Legal Business.
L. See Subd. 3B below for unusual circumstances request method.
Subd. 2. Situations not approved for personal leave with pay under this provision:
A. Absence for the purpose of wages or profit outside o f District 
employment
B. Personal recreation, social activities or convention attendance with 
spouse.
C. Inclement weather and its e ffect on commuter transportation.
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Subd. 3. Request for Personal Leave
A. Teachers requesting personal leave under the rules set forth in 
Section 2, Subdivision 1, shall file  a signed Teacher's Personal Leave 
Form with the Principal or immediate supervisor at least five (5) days 
prior to the absence if possible.
B. Instances of unusual nature not listed in Section 2, Subdivision 2, may 
be submitted to the Employee Relations Director for consideration of 
approval. These requests must be submitted at least (5) days prior to 
the absence except in emergency cases.
Section 3. Personal Leave: If a teacher chooses to not make use of Section 2, those 
three days or any combination thereof shall be used at the teacher's discretion. If the 
teacher uses this option, these days will be deducted from the teacher's sick leave and 
the teacher shall pay for the substitute at the cirrent higher rate for the days used by 
payroll deduction.
Section 4. Less than full-time SLD teachers shall be allowed ten (10) days of sick leave 
per year. These days shall be allowed to accumulate unlimited.
Section 5. Teacher absence due to injury as a result of an assault by a student or a 
nonstudent while performing school business that is not provoked by the teacher shall not 
be charged against the teacher's sick leave days.
Section 6. Absence without pay may be granted by the Principal or the teacher's 
immediate supervisor at the discretion o f the Principal or immediate supervisor. Written 
notification of the response must be provided within three (3) days following receipt of 
the request by the Principal.
Section 7. 14th Step Personal Leave: Teachers on the 14th step of the salary schedule 
may request one personal leave day on a first-requested, first-granted basis. No more 
than 5% of the building's teachers may take this leave at the same time (or one teacher 
in buildings with less than 20 teachers). In cases where two or more teachers submit 
their requests at the same time and the building's 5% limit would be exceeded, 
districtwide seniority shall be used to break the tie (the most senior teacher(s) shall be 
granted leave). This request shall be made on a 14th Step Personal Leave form to the 
principal/supervisor at least ten (10) duty days prior to the absence. The teacher shall 
not be required to give any reason for use of this leave. Teachers requesting this leave 
shall receive a response from the principal/supervisor within three days of the request 
This day o f absence will be deducted from the teacher's accumulated sick leave.
Section 8. Sick Leave Bank: The Association and the District agree to establish a sick 
leave bank for those teachers who have exhausted sick leave before qualifying for long­
term disability.
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ARTICLE XV
OTHER LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1. Sabbatical Leave -  K thru 12 Teachers: Sabbatical leave will be available and 
may be granted under the following conditions:
Subd. 1. It  shall be for professional study.
Subd. 2. A teacher shall be in the seventh year of employment by Independent 
School District No. 11 before the teacher may request leave.
Subd. 3. Request for such leave shall be submitted in writing to the appropriate 
director or curriculum coordinator at the earliest possible date, but in no case shall 
this be after March 1 o f the year previous to the year for which the request is 
made. Requests for sabbatical leave will be evaluated and recommended or rejected 
by an evaluation committee no later than April 1. A written response shall be given 
to all applicants rejected by the committee. This committee shall be made up of 
the following:
A. Curriculum Coordinator
B. District Consultant in the teacher's related field
C. One representative chosen by the teacher from his/her department or 
grade leveL
Subd. 4. The granting o f such leave shall be limited to 1% o f the teaching s ta ff in 
the school year in which the request is made. If a teacher approved for sabbatical 
leave decides to reject the leave and so notifies the District before Jime 30, 
previously rejected applicants shall be eligible for this leave.
Subd. 5. Prior to March 1 o f each year of sabbatical leave, the teacher who has 
been granted such leave shall inform the Personnel Director of his/her teaching 
intentions regarding the school year immediately succeeding the year of sabbatical 
leave.
Subd. 6. If the teacher has worked in the District far at least seven years the 
reimbursement far sabbatical leave shall be one-half of the teacher's salary for the 
year of leave, or, if the teacher chooses, three-foirths salary for the year of the 
leave and three-fourths salary for the year following the leave. This 
reimbursement shall be paid on the condition that the teacher returns to teach in 
District No. 11 during the year immediately following the year o f leave. I f  the 
teacher does not return to teach in District No. 11 after the year o f sabbatical 
leave, the teacher shall be obligated to refund all the money received for the year 
o f leave.
Subd. 7. Sabbatical leave may be available and granted for periods of less than one 
year.
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Subd. 8. The following policies apply to a sta ff member on sabbatical leave:
A. Retirement: Deductions from salary will be made for retirement and 
social security. The retirement deduction will be based on actual 
salary earned. Upon the retirn of the teacher from sabbatical, the 
amount of teacher retirement to qualify for a full year must be paid 
in a lump sum by the teacher. The District must so notify teachers 
requesting sabbatical leave o f TRA rules prior to the granting o f such 
leave.
B. Sick Leave: One-half of the days normally allowed will be credited 
for the year of sabbatical leave. These days are added to the days 
already in the leave bank.
C. Salary Schedule Movement: The sabbatical year counts as a year of 
service to the School District. The teacher on sabbatical leave goes 
to the next salary step for the year following the leave.
D. Insurance Coverage: A ll insurance policies shall continue to be
provided.
Subd. 9. A teacher returning from this leave o f absence shall be offered the same 
position, or, if not possible, he/she shall be given a comparable position.
Section 2. Short-term Sabbatical Leave - ATI Teachers
Subd. 1. Any ATI contracted instructor teaching in a program area, may within 
each 5-year period after five years of employment in District No. 11 request a 
short-term leave for the purpose o f business or industry retraining in his/her area o f 
teaching.
Subd. 2. Leave under this Section may be granted for a variable period, but in no 
event shall exceed three months per individual in any calendar year.
Subd. 3. No teacher taking a short-term leave under this provision shall lose 
seniority or other benefits as a result o f taking leave.
Subd. 4. Requests for leave under this Section shall be evaluated by the Evaluation 
Committee. The committee shall be made up of the following:
A. Staff Development Coordinator
B. The Director o f ATI
C. The Supervisor o f the Division o f ATI involved
D. Two teachers appointed by the Association
E. One representative chosen by the instructor from his/her area.
The committee will forward their recommendations to the Superintendent
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Subd. 5. A request for leave under this provision may be granted provided that the 
teacher cam
A. Demonstrate that the training cannot be completed outside of the 
scheduled work year or work day.
B. Show that he/she has, in fact, been accepted into the training 
program or job training position.
Subd. 6. A teacher taking leave under this provision shall be entitled to receive 
half pay from District No. 11 during the period of the leave.
Subd. 7. Credits for lane transfer earned under this Section shall be evaluated by 
the committee using the general guidelines of teacher training institutions and 
forwarded to the Superintendent or his designee for final approval.
Subd. 8. For school years 1985-87 maximum short-term industry leave shall not 
exceed 2% of the ATI staff at any time.
Subd. 9. Rules under Section 1, Subdivision 6 and 8 shall apply to this Sectioa
Subd. 10. A teacher returning from this leave o f absence shall be offered the same 
position, or, if not possible, he/she shall be given a comparable position.
Section 3. Leaves for Educational Growth: It shall be the policy of District No. 11 to 
grant leaves of absence of one year for educational growth under the following 
conditions:
Subd. 1. The teacher must have served in the system for at least two full years.
Subd. 2. The teacher shall present the teacher's program for educational growth to 
the appropriate director and obtain approval and recommendation by March 1 o f the 
school year prior to the leave.
Subd. 3. The teacher must inform the Personnel Director prior to March 1 of 
his/her intention to return to the school system or the teacher shall be terminated 
at the end o f the school year.
Subd. 4. Leaves o f absence o f one year may be extended for one year at a time. 
Application for this extension must be submitted to the Personnel Director by 
March 1, and this request will be granted or denied no later than April 1.
Subd. 5. Teachers under this provision who desire to retain insurance benefits at 
group rates shall assume the costs. Notice shall be submitted to the District 
Insurance O ffice by May 15 prior to the leave.
Subd. 6. On returning from leave the teacher shall be assigned to a similar teaching 
position or a new teaching assignment if the teacher so qualifies and an opening 
exists.
Subd. 7. Experience credit for this educational growth will be evaluated by the 
Personnel Director. A recommended step placement will be made in accordance 
with the policies o f the School D istrict
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Subd. 8. A teacher returning from this leave o f absence shall be offered the same 
position, or, if not possible, he/she shall be given a comparable position.
Section 4. Organization Leave
Subd. 1. Definition -  A teacher who is elected and/or appointed to an executive 
position in the Association at the local, state and/or national level shall be granted 
a leave under the conditions specified in MS 179A.07, Subdivision 6. Benefits under 
Article XV, Section 3, Subdivision 5 shall apply.
Subd. 2. A teacher returning from this leave o f absence shall be offered the same 
position, or, if not possible, he/she shall be given a comparable position.
Subd. 3. A teacher on this leave shall have:
A. Seniority maintained.
B. Sick leave maintained.
C. Continuance o f payroll retirement, and fringe benefits. The
Association is to reimburse these costs.
Subd, 4. Effective 1988-89 school year, the Association president shall accrue 
salary schedule iiKxements.
Section 5. Leaves for Jury Duty: When requested, a teacher may serve on jury duty. The 
Board shall pay the teacher his/her full salary provided that such teacher agrees to 
return to the Board all wages received for serving on jury duty. This does not include 
mileage.
Section 6. Leaves for Court Hearings: Court leave with pay shall be granted to teachers 
for the time necessary to make appearance(s) in any court proceeding resulting from 
"teacher activities." This shall not apply to court cases initiated by the teacher or 
teacher organizations against the D istrict
Section 7. Leaves for Court Hearings: Teachers who are served subpoenas to appear at a 
court hearing who have used all Personal/Emergency Leave and where Section 7 is not in 
conflict with Section 6 above may be given special consideration for pay upon submitting 
evidence o f absence to the Personnel Department
Section 8. Leave for Professional Visitations: Teachers who wish to study a program or 
method that appears to be of value to District No. 11 shall discuss this with the 
Principal. Professional leaves may be granted at the discretion o f the Principal subject 
to final approval of the Director. The teacher shall make a report of the visit in 
duplicate to the Principal. Guidelines granting this leave will be posted in each building.
Section 9. Military Leave: Teachers shall be granted military leave as required or 
allowed by federal and state statutes.
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ARTICLE XVI
TRANSFER
Section 1. The Board shall post a list of known vacancies for the coming school year on 
or about February 1, April 10, and June 1, in each school. Teachers wishing to be 
notified of vacancies through summer break shall leave self-addressed envelopes with the 
School District for this purpose.
Subd. 1. New positions created within the School District at times other than 
defined above will be posted so that members of the unit may apply and be 
considered for said vacancies.
Section 2. Voluntary Transfer: Teachers who wish to be considered for other positions in 
the District shall, through their Principal, notify the appropriate Associate 
Superintendent in writing. This should be done both for positions that are currently open 
and for positions that may open in the future. Requests for transfer will be considered 
by the Principals involved and the Associate Superintendent. Qualifications for the 
position will be the major consideration. If the qualifications are equal, seniority will 
also be an important factor. Once all full-time teacher applicants have been considered, 
part-time licensed teacher applicants for transfer shall be considered. The following 
factors shall be included in the process:
Subd. 1. Notification
A. Notification of receipt of transfer request must be made to the 
applicant within five working days of District receipt.
B. Notification of hiring decision mist be made to all teachers 
interviewed and to the Association within ten working days of the 
decision.
Subd. 2. Interviews
A. Teachers who have been in a building seven years or more and who 
request specific positions shall be interviewed. In that request, 
teachers have the responsibility to document years of service.
B. When specific positions are posted, internal applicants will be 
considered before outside applicants are interviewed.
Section 3. Involuntary Transfer: Any involuntary transfer due to discontinuance o f
position, lack of pupils, financial limitations or merger of classrooms due to 
consolidations o f School Districts, shall be based on total District seniority. I f  it 
becomes necessary to transfer teachers due to the above criteria, the reduction within a 
school building will be done by (elementary) grade or subject, (secondary) subject area 
with the teacher with the least seniority being transferred firs t I f  an opening occurs 
within the building where the teacher is teaching, that teacher shall be given an 
opportunity to interview for that position.
Section 4. Interschool Exchange Transfer: A teacher wishing to transfer to another 
building may notify the District, through an annual spring survey, of his/her desire to do 
so. A ll teachers who complete the survey may contact teacher(s) who would like to 
transfer to the first teacher's school. If an agreement can be made by two teachers, the 
principals involved and the appropriate Director, a transfer takes place.
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Section 5. Administrative Transfer
SubdL X. Administrative transfer of a teacher may be initiated to improve the 
teacher's working conditions. The assignment shall be mutually agreeable to the 
associate sn>erintendent, the buildng administrators, the teacher and the 
Association.
Subd. 2. Administration reserves the right to transfer a teacher from one buildng 
to another when a vacancy exists which is .6 or less and a teacher in need of 
placement for the same amoimt of time is available.
ARTICLE XVII 
UN RE QPESTE D LEAVE
Section 1. The School Board may place on unrequested leave of absence, without pay or 
fringe benefits, as many teachers as may be necessary because of discontinuance of 
position, lack of pupils, financial limitations, or merger of classes caused by 
consolidation o f Districts. The unrequested leave shall be effective at the close of the 
school year. In placing teachers on unrequested leave, the Board shall be governed by the 
following provisions:
Subd. 1. The Board may place probationary teachers on unrequested leave first in 
the inverse order of their employment No teacher who has acquired continuing Contract 
rights shall be placed on unrequested leave o f absence while probationary teachers are 
retained in positions for which the teacher who has acquired continuing Contract rights is
licensed;
Subd. 2. Teachers who have acquired continuing Contract rights shall be placed on 
unrequested leave of absence in fields in which they are licensed in the inverse order in 
which they were employed by the School D istrict In the case o f merger o f classes 
caused by consolidation o f Districts or in the case of equal seniority, the order in which 
teachers who have acquired continuing Contract rights shall be placed on unrequested 
leave o f absence in fields in which they are licensed shall be negotiable;
Subd. 3. Notwithstanding clauses (a) and (b), if either the placing o f a probationary 
teacher on unrequested leave before a teacher who has acquired continuing rights or the 
placing of a teacher who has acquired continuing Contract rights on unrequested leave 
before another teacher who has acquired continuing Contract rights but who has greater 
seniority would place the District in violation of its affirmative action program, the 
District may retain the probationary teacher or the teacher with the seniority;
Subd. 4. Teachers placed on unrequested leave o f absence shall be reinstated to the 
positions from which they have been given leaves of absence or, if not available, to other 
available positions in the School District in fields in which they are licensed. 
Reinstatement shall be in the inverse order of placement on leave o f absence. The order 
of reinstatement of teachers who have equal seniority and who are placed on unrequested 
leave in the same school year shall be negotiable;
Subd. 5. Part-time teachers have seniority rights to the limit of their assignment. 
The District shall not be required to create part-time positions from existing full-time 
positions. However, if there is only a full-time position available when the part-time 
teacher is eligible for placement and the part-time teacher is licensed for that position, 
the full-time position shall be offered to the part-time teacher. This right to a full-time 
position is open only to part-time teachers on contract and does not apply to hoirly rate 
teachers as defined in Article X, Section 7 & 8 of this contract. Hoirly rate teachers 
shall be on the seniority list and be entitled to an hourly assignment equal to their
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maximum level of employment in the District pursuant to agree-n>on guidelines. If a 
part-time contract position becomes available for which the hoirly rate employee is 
licensed and makes application, the employee shall be considered for the part-time 
position.
Subd. 6. No appointment o f a new teacher shall be made while there is available, 
on unrequested leave, a teacher who is properly licensed to fill such vacancy, unless the 
teacher fails to advise the School Board within 15 days of the date of notification that a 
position is available to the teacher, that he/she may return to employment and that 
he/she will assume the duties of the position to which appointed on a future date 
determined by the Board;
Subd. 7. A teacher placed on unrequested leave o f absence may engage in teaching 
or any other occupation during the period o f this leave;
Subd. 8. The unrequested leave o f absence shall not impair the continuing Contract 
rights of a teacher or result in a loss of credit for previous years of service;
Subd. 9. The unrequested leave o f absence o f a teacher who is not reinstated shall 
continue for a period o f five years after which the right to reinstatement shall 
terminate;
Subd. 10. The same provisions applicable to terminations of probationary or 
continuing Contracts in M.S. 125.12 Subdivisions 3 and 4 shall apply to placement on 
unrequested leave of absence;
Subd. 11. Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to impair the rights of 
teachers placed on unrequested leave o f absence to receive unemployment compensation 
if otherwise eligible. Any teachers on leaves of absence whose position on the seniority 
list will necessitate being placed on unrequested leave o f absence will be notified by the 
Board.
Section 2. Seniority lists shall be established by the following procedures:
Subd. 1. Seniority in the District shall be computed on the basis of a teacher's 
continuous employment from the first day o f actual work with the District.
Subd. 2. Teachers shall continue to accrue seniority while on Board approved leaves 
(with the exception of long-term tisability after one year).
Subd. 3. Only service during normal school day, as defined in the Master Contract, 
will count toward seniority.
Subd. 4. Teachers leaving the teachers' bargaining unit, but remaining an employee 
of the district, shall retain but not accrue seniority as a teacher.
Section 3. Tie Breaking: If a tie in seniority should occtr between two or more teachers, 
the following criteria shall be used sequentially to determine the order of placement on 
unrequested leave of absence or recall:
Subd. 1. In the event of a tie in seniority, a full-time teacher for the school year as 
defined in the master contract shall have seniority over a part-time teacher. Part- 
time teachers shall have seniority over other part-time teachers to the degree of 
their assignments (i.e. three-fourths over half-time).
Subd. 2. In the event of a tie in contracted time, the teacher having the higher 
civ rent step placement on the salary schedule shall be more senior;
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Subd. 3. In the event of a tie in step placement, the teacher having the higher lane 
placement on the salary schedule as of October 31 shall be more senior;
Subd. 4. In the event of a tie in lane placement, the following shall apply:
1. The teacher with the greatest amount of teaching experience at an 
accredited public institution shall be the mast senior.
2. For other personnel, the employee with the greatest amount of work 
experience in their field shall be the most senior.
Subd. 5. In the event a tie still remains, the District and the Association shall meet 
and negotiate a tie breaker for the parties involved.
Section 4.
Subd. 1. The School District shall maintain a seniority list which shall be updated 
yearly by February 15 of each year.
Subd. 2. Such list will include the following information:
1. Teacher's name
2. Teacher's first day o f work in School District No. 
preservice orientation, but including Teacher Workshop)
11 (excluding
3. Teacher's current teaching assignment
4. Teacher’s license number
5. Areas in which teacher is fully licensed by the State Board of
Education
Subd. 3. A copy o f the most current list in Section 4, Subd. 2, above will be
provided to the Association and to each building.
Section 5. Access to Benefits: Teachers placed on unrequested leave will continue to 
have access to all benefits available to teachers on other leaves of absence, with costs to 
be born by the teacher.
Section 6. Recall and Termination o f Rights
Subd. 1. As positions for which they are licensed become available, teachers shall 
be recalled to employment in the inverse order o f layoff, provided, however, that 
no full-time teacher shall be required to accept recall to less than a full- time
positioa
A teacher may accept a recall offer for a contract o f less than the amount 
of time for which previously employed and continue to retain the right to 
recall to a position equal to the amount of time for which previously 
employed.
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Subd. 2. Part-time teachers on unrequested leave of absence have recall rights to a 
position equal to the amount of time for which previously employed. This provision 
does not require the District to create part-time positions from existing full-time 
positions. However, if there is only a full-time position available when the part- 
time teacher is eligible for recall and the part-time teacher is licensed for that 
position, the full-time position shall be offered to the part-time teacher. This right 
to a full-time position is open only to part-time teachers on contract and does not 
apply to Iwirly rate teachers as defined in Article X, Section 7 & 8 of this 
contract Hourly rate teachers 3hall be on the seniority list and be entitled to an 
hoirly assignment equal to their maximum level of employment pursuant to agreed- 
upon guidelines. If a part-time contract position becomes available for which the 
hourly rate employee is licensed and makes application, the employee shall be 
considered for the part-time position.
Subd. 3. Notification of recall shall be by restricted delivery mail with return 
receipt requested.
Subd. 4. Notification shall be to the last known address provided by the teacher to 
the office o f the Director of Personnel.
Subd. 5. Teachers shall have up to fifteen (15) days from the date o f receipt of 
notification or recall during which to notify the Director of Personnel in writing of 
their intent to accept the Board's offer of reemployment or to indicate in writing 
their intent to waive their option to be reemployed in the position offered.
Subd. 6. I f  a teacher waives his or her right, reemployment in the position offered, 
the position shall be offered to the teacher with the next greatest seniority, 
provided that teacher is licensed for the position.
Subd. 7. Any teacher who refuses four recall offers shall be considered to have 
voluntarily removed his or her name from the seniority list, provided, however, that 
a teacher may refuse recall to a position which is not equal to the amoimt of time 
for winch the teacher was previously employed. Such refusal shall not count as a 
refusal to recall for purposes of this subdivision.
Subd. 8. The right to recall shall cease with the retirement of the teacher.
Subd. 9. A teacher may by prior designation waive recall to specified positions. 
Such waiver will not count as a refusal to recall for purposes o f this section.
ARTICLE XVIII 
RETIREMENT
Section 1. Early Retirement Severance Pay: Severance pay shall be available to 
teachers of the School District who retire or resign at the end of the school year 
preceding the school year in which they reach the age of 65 or at the end of any 
preceding school year, but no sooner than the end of the year in which they reach the age 
o f 50. For the purpose o f this Section, the school year shall begin with July 1 o f one year 
and end on June 30 of the following year.
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Subd. 1. To qualify for severance pay under this Article a teacher must have at 
least ten (10) years o f District No. 11 seniority and notify the District of the 
intended early retirement or resignation by March 1.
Subd. 2. The severance pay base will be determined by taking the teacher's unused 
sick leave days times the teacher's daily wage rate.
Subd. 3. A teacher shall be eligible upon early retirement or resignation, subject to 
all subdivisions of the Section, for severance pay, according to the following 
schedule relating to the employee's age at the end of the school year in which 
he/she elects early retirement. In no event shall the number of unused sick leave 
days times the percent listed in this Section exceed 100 days.
50 to 55 -  100% of base Age 61 - 60% of base
56 - 95% n 62 - 45% "
57 - 90% " 63 -  30% n
58 - 85% n 64 -  15% it
59 - 80% n 65 - 0% t t
60 -  75% "
Subd. 4. Payment shall be made in one sum upon retirement except that the 
teacher shall have the option to delay the first payment until after January 1 of the 
year following the year in which they retire, or the teacher may choose to receive 
the severance pay in equal annual installments over a period of time, not to exceed 
five (5) years from termination o f employment. Deductions, such as State and 
Federal income tax, social security or TRA shall be made only as required by law. 
I f  the teacher dies before the severance payment has been made, the balance due 
shall be paid to a named beneficiary or, lacking same, to the estate of the 
deceased.
Subd. 5. This section shall not apply to any teacher who is discharged for cause by
the School D istrict
Subd. 6. Health Insurance: Teachers eligible for early retirement as established by 
Section 1 may elect to continue to participate in the group hospital-medical 
insurance program established by Article XI, Section 2. The value o f sick leave not 
paid under this section shall apply toward the premium o f single coverage (district 
base plan) from ages 50 to 65. Teachers who choose to continue dependent 
coverage shall pay the additional premium cost. Retired teachers, age 65 through 
70, shall be eligible to voluntarily participate in the group health plan, with the 
retired employee paying the School District the total premium co6t on a prepaid 
quarterly basis. This benefit will be reviewed on an annual basis.
Section 2. Mandatory Retirement: Retirement shall be mandatory only to the extent 
required by law.
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ARTICLE XIX
GRIEVANCES
Section 1. Definitions
A. A grievance is any controversy between the Board and the Association or 
between the Board and an employee or group of employees as to 1) 
interpretation o f this Agreement, 2) a charge o f violation o f this Agreement, 
or 3) an alleged violation involving wages, hours or working conditions 
resulting in unnecessary hardship.
B. Employee is an employee or employee organization that is certified as an 
appropriate unit in the School District and not classified as confidential, 
supervisory, or Principal/Assistant Principal as defined in PELRA-71 as 
amended.
C. First Level Supervisor shall mean Supervisor/Principal/Assistant Principal or 
the person to whom the employee reports.
D. Second Level Supervisor shall mean the Assistant Superintendent/Director/ 
Supervisor or the person to whom the first level supervisor reports.
E. Days shall be considered "working" days as defined for the employee except 
at the end of the school year. The days in this instance shall be week days.
Section 2. Procedure: Grievances as defined in Section 1 shall be settled in the
following manner and the steps set forth must be followed in the order listed within the 
timelimits prescribed.
Step 1. The grievance shall be orally presented to the employee's first level 
supervisor within ten (10) days after employee knew or should have known of 
violation. No settlement in this Step 1 shall be made in violation o f the written 
Contract
I f  a settlement is not reached within two (2) days after oral presentation to the 
first level supervisor the grievance shall be reduced to writing on form number G-l 
with a clear statement of the issues involved. This shall be presented to the first 
level supervisor who shall promptly transmit the written grievance to the Employee 
Relations Director for handling in accordance with Step 2.
Step 2. The Employee Relations Director shall establish a Step 2 hearing with the 
aggrieved and the appropriate second level supervisor. The Step 2 meeting shall be 
held within five (5) days after the employee has filed the written grievance. The 
time and place for meetings under Step 2, shall be at the discretion of the 
Employee Relations Director. The employee shall be allowed a reasonable number 
of representatives at the meeting.
The Employee Relations Director shall prepare a report of the meeting, together 
with a written disposition o f the matter and forward copies thereof to the employee 
and to the Association within five (5) days after the Step 2 hearing.
I f  settlement is not reached in Step 2 within three (3) days of the date of the 
disposition, the grievance is referred to Step 3.
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Step 3. Grievances referred to Step 3 shall be discussed between the Association 
and the Employee Relations Director. This discussion shall take place within five 
(5) days after the grievance has been referred to Step 3.
If agreement is reached as a result of this meeting, the Employee Relations 
Director shall issue a disposition o f the matter which shall be final and binding. If 
agreement is not reached, the grievant shall, within three (3) days after the Step 3 
meeting, notify, in writing, the Employee Relations Director that arbitration is 
required
Step 4. Arbitration; In cases referred to Step 4, unless otherwise agreed, the 
parties shall request within ten (10) days a list supplied by the American Arbitration 
Association, the Minnesota Bureau o f Media Services, or PERB in rotation order. 
A fte r the parties have received the list, they shall alternately strike names until 
there is one arbitrator remaining who shall preside over the hearing.
The arbitrator shall set the time and place for the Step 4 hearing, the method o f 
procedure and make all necessary rulings.
The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, or modify any o f the 
terms of the agreement or to any agreement made supplementary hereto, and shall 
only be allowed to rule on those cases that apply to the definition o f a grievance as 
described in this Article. The decision of the arbitrator, if within the scope of his 
power, shall be binding on both parties with the limitations of PELRA-71 as 
amended. The expense and fees of the arbitrator shall be borne jointly by the Board 
and the Association.
Section 3. Rules; Any loss of time by the employee and his/her representatives to 
attend Step 4 in the grievance procedure shall not be compensated unless Association 
Leave Days are used. These days must be taken in minimums o f half days.
The number o f days indicated at each step o f the grievance procedure should be 
considered as maximum and every effort should be made to expedite the grievance 
process. Any time limit may be extended by mutual written consent. The failure o f an 
aggrieved person to proceed from one step o f the grievance procedure to the next step 
within the time limits set forth shall be deemed to be acceptance o f the decision 
previously rendered and shall constitute a waiver o f any future appeal concerning the 
particular grievance.
The failure o f an administrator to communicate his decision or hold a meeting within the 
specific time limits shall permit the aggrieved to proceed to the next step in the 
grievance procedure.
Grievance cases shall be as confidential as possible.
Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as informal and confidential as 
may be appropriate at any level o f the procedure.
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ARTICLE XX
DURATION
Section 1. Terms and Reopening Negotiations! This Agreement shall remain in full force 
and e ffec t for a period commencing on July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1989  and thereafter 
until modifications are made pursuant to the PELRA-71 as amended. I f  either party 
desires to modify or amend this Agreement commencing on July 1 , 1989 , it shall give 
written notice o f such intent no later than May 1, 1989. Unless otherwise mutually 
agreed, the parties shall not commence negotiations more than 90 days prior to the 
expiration o f this Agreement.
Section 2. E ffect: This Agreement constitutes the full and complete Agreement
between the School Board and the Anoka-Hennepin Education Association. The 
provisions herein relating to terms and conditions o f employment supersede and take 
precedence over any and all prior Agreements, resolutions, practices, School District 
policies, rules or regulations concerning terms and conditions o f employment inconsistent 
with the provisions.
Section 3. Finality: It is further agreed that any matters relating to the current
Contract term, whether or not referred to in this Agreement, shall not be open for 
negotiation during the term o f this Agreement.
Section 4. Severability: The provisions o f this Agreement shall be severable, and if any 
provision thereof or the application o f any such provision under any circumstances is 
held invalid, it shall not affect any other provisions o f this Agreement or the application 
of any provisions thereof under different circumstances.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed the Agreement as follows:
Anoka-Hennepin 
Education Association
Negotiator
.332
Negotiator^
CO/by/NBI-CTO
Anoka-Hennepin Independent 
School District No. 11
z g m v d .  fe .
School BSard
C ^ -  -
School Board
<n
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APPENDIX A
1987-88 K-12 & ATI SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP
BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
1 21050 21421 21792 22163 22822 23481 23852 24325 24695 25170
2 22457 22848 23239 23629 24245 24860 25448 25 835 26325 26864
3 A 4 23243 23653 24063 24474 25165 25856 26375 26 831 27369 27767
5 & 6 24028 24458 24888 25318 26038 26757 27291 27886 28372 28874
7 24814 25263 25713 26163 26982 27801 28365 28888 29458 30089
8 25599 26068 26538 27007 27987 28966 29544 30148 30662 31301
o>
-3
5- 26384 26873 27363 27855 28967 30079 30670 31306 31964 32620
10 27170 27679 28187 28870 3001 3 31157 31901 32507 33312 33932
11 27955 28484 29116 29852 31062 32272 33021 3387 1 34625 35480
12 28844 29392 30044 30836 32144 33452 34244 35064 35978 36815
13 29653 30331 30906 31766 33095 34425 35258 361 10 37175 38156
14 30683 31432 32096 32915 34133 35351 36170 37048 38169 39287
15 32445 33738 34479 35350 3661 1 37872
: = = = = = = = = =
39062 40299 41653 43000
APPENDIX A
1989 K-12 & ATI SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP
BA BA+15 BA+3 0 BA+45 BA+60 MA MA+15 MA+30 MAMS MA+60
1 21785 22169 22552 22936 23618 24300 24684 25173 25557 26048
2 23241 23645 24049 24454 25090 25727 26335 26736 27244 27801
3 24054 24478 24903 25327 26043 26758 27295 27767 28323 28735
4 A 5 24866 25311 25756 26201 26946 27691 28243 28859 29361 29881
$ 4 7 25679 26145 26610 27075 27923 28771 29355 29895 30485 31138
8 26492 26978 27463 27949 28963 29977 30574 31199 31731 32393
9 27305 27811 28317 28826 29977 31129 31740 32398 33079 33758
10 28118 28644 29171 29877 31060 32244 33014 33703 34474 35115
11 28930 29477 30131 30894 32146 33398 34173 35052 35833 36717
12 29850 30418 31092 31911 33265 34619 35438 36287 37233 38100
13 30688 31389 31984 32874 34250 35626 36488 37369 38472 39487
14 31754 32529 33215 34063 35324 36584 37431 38341 39501 40653
IS 33577 34915 35681 36583 37888 39193 40424 41705 43106 44500
EFFECTIVE THE FIRST DAY OF SEMESTER I I  1989
RULES:
Subd. 1.
Subd. 2. 
Subd. 3.
Subd. 4.
Subd. 5. 
Subd. 6.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prohibit the Board from 
offering an extended Contract to an individual teacher, such additional 
days to be paid for at the teacher's pro rata rate o f pay.
Full-time teachers shall be given credit for a full year if they work at 
least 175 days (1254 hours).
For step advancement, full-time teachers who, due to employment date, 
maternity leave, sick leave, or other unusual circumstances, work at least 
one-half (1/2) year shall be given credit for a full year.
Teachers who are employed at less than a full-time contract (i.e., 1/2, 
3/5, 3/4) shall move to the next step on the salary schedule when the 
equivalent o f one year of full-time teaching has been completed (175 days 
x 7 hours, 10 minutes = 1254 hours). Step advancement will only take 
place at the start o f the year.
Job sharing teachers will receive pro rata credit for step advancement. 
Step advancement will only take place at the start o f the year.
Teachers currently employed who have a two-year degree shall be placed 
on step 7 o f the BA lane for 1981-82 and shall move up one step each 
year. Teachers currently employed who have a three-year degree shall be 
placed on step 8 o f the BA lane for 1981-82 and shall move up one step 
each year.
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APPENDIX B
The following shall be the extracurricular Salary Schedule for the 1987-88 and 1988-89 
school years. In developing the extracurricular schedule the following criteria was used 
in an attempt to have equality in compensation:
1. Time involved
2. Level o f complexity
3. Potential o f student injury
4. Preparation time o f the coach outside o f the practice time
5. Number o f participants
6. Equipment and facility
7. Special e ffort toward affirmative action
Section A. SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL Extracurricular Athletics and Activities 
Subd. 1. Athletics
LEVEL A. Baseball, Basketball, Gymnastics, Hockey, Wre
Swimming, Soccer, Softball, Track, Volleyball
LEVEL B. Cheerleading, Cross Country Skiing, 
Golf, Intramural, Tennis, Weight Room
Danceline,
COMPENSATION 1987-88 1988-89
Level A -  Head Coach 3,887 3,965
First Ass't (F.B.) 2,954 3,013
JV, B-Squad 2,764 2,819
Level B -  Head Coach 3,039 3,100
A ll Others 2,234 2,279
Equipment Manager (Includes
pre and post school work) 3,040 3,101
Assistant Equipment Manager 1,088 1,109
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Subd. 2. Theatre Total Budget
1987-88 1988-89
Musical Director 
Others
Three Act Play Director 
Others
One Act Play Director 
Others
2,989
3,110 to 5,428 
2,310
777 to 1,788 
1,025
140 to 686
3,049
3,172 to 5,537 
2,357
792 to 1,823 
1,046
143 to 699
Subd. 3. Speech Contests 1987-88 1988-89
Head Coach 
Each Assistant
1,788 to 3,188 
855 to 2,310
1,823 to 3,252 
872 to 2,357
The amount listed in Subd. 2 and 3 will be flexible. A lesser amount may be paid if 
two positions are combined, Director does not carry a full load, rehearsals held 
during class time, etc. The amount will be determined by the Principal and the 
Director. The flexibility does not, however, mean that listed budget can be 
exceeded. The number o f coaches must have the final approval of the Associate 
Superintendent.
Subd. 4. Debate 1987-88 1988-89
Head Coach (200 rounds or more) 3,420 3,489
Assistant Coach 2,396 2,444
(Both salaries prorated for fewer rounds.)
Subd. 5. Music 1987-88 1988-89
Football A fter School
Marching Band 2,488 2,538
Ass't Band if  Assigned 1,788 1,823
Summer Marching Band 1,152 1,175
Assistant 576 588
Band Director 2,234 2,278
Orchestra Director 1,088 1,109
Choir Director 1,088 1,109
1. A ll full time get rate.
2. A ll part time get proportion o f rate.
Subd. 6. Miscellaneous Activities 1987-88 1988-89
Student Council 940 959
‘ Annual Advisor 2,580 to 3,420 2,632 to 3,489
Business Advisor 1,484 1,514
Newspaper Advisor 2,580 2,632
“ Prom Advisor 576 588
Computer 576 588
Miscellaneous Activities -  Total Building
Budget (for NHS, Ski Club, etc.) 855 872
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♦Annual Advisor! The lesser amount shall be paid when work on the 
annual is included in a regularly scheduled class. The larger amount 
shall be paid when such work is not part o f a regularly scheduled class.
♦ ♦ Junior-Senior Prom Advisor; The amount listed for this position needs 
to be le ft on a flexible basis. The payment is dependent upon whether 
the prom is held inside the school, the selected theme, etc. The 
recommended amount would be determined by the Principal and the 
Junior-Senior Prom Advisor. The final approval will be made by the 
Associate Superintendent -  Secondary Education.
Subd. 7. Experience Increment
Head coaches in the following activities will receive an additional $121 
if  they are in their fifth consecutive year or more o f work in the same 
activity within the Districts Basketball, gymnastics, hockey, 
wrestling, football, swimming, soccer, track, baseball, softball, 
volleyball, tennis, cross country, cross country skiing, downhill skiing, 
golf.
Section B. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Extracurricular Athletics and Activities
Subd. 1. Athletics
LEVEL A. Basketball, Wrestling, Football, Gymnastics, Soccer, Volleyball, 
Cross Country, Swimming, Baseball, Track, Softball, Tennis
COMPENSATION 1987-88 1988-89
LEVEL A 1,774 1,809
Building Athletic Coordinator 2,530 2,581
Equipment Manager 2,234 2,279
Assistant Equipment Manager 1,095 1,117
Subd. 2. Theatre 1987-88 1988-89
Musical Total Budget 3,110 3,172
Three Act Play or Total Budget 1,788 1,823
One Act Play Total Budget 686 699
The amount expended in each o f the above categories will be determined by
principal.
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Subd. 3. Speech 1987-88 1988-89
Subd. 4.
Subd, 5.
Subd. 6.
Subd. 7.
Mainly for students who are involved
in the various orations 576 588
Debate
Not for a debate club but for an 
organized debate program which
includes competition by the schools 777 792
Cheerleader Advisors, Dance Team, Intra­
mural, Computer, NHS, Student Council & 
other related activities assigned by the 
Principal. The amount expended in each o f 
the above categories will be determined
by the Principal. 2,580 2,632
Miscellaneous Activities 1987-88 1988-89
Annual Advisor 1,676 1,709
Newspaper Advisor 1,370 1,398
Band Director 1,025 1,046
Orchestra Director 777 792
Choir Director 777 792
1. A ll full time get rate.
2. A ll part time get proportion o f rate.
a. Middle School 7th Grade
Athletic coaches assigned at the Middle 
School only will be compensated at the Jr.
High level under Subd. 1 o f this section.
b. Middle School Miscellaneous Activities 1987-88 1988-89
The amount expended per activity in 
this category will be determined by the 
principal (for Annual Advisor, News­
paper Advisor, Building Athletic
Coordinator, Student Council, etc.) 2,049 2,090
Section C. Elementary 1987-88 1988-89
Subd. 1. Miscellaneous activ ities- 
Total building budget for 
Science Fair, Art Fair, Musical
Programs, School Patrol, etc. 3,000 3,060
Subd. 2. Middle School grades 5 & 6
shall be considered as elementary.
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Section D. Assignments
Subd. 1. A ll extracurricular payments listed in Sections A and B are contingent 
upon carrying a full teaching schedule. Adjustments in teaching schedules may be 
made in lieu of extra payments for extracurricular assignments.
Subd. 2. Regularly, no more than two Senior High coaching assignments or 
three Junior High coaching assignments shall be made to any individual. Exceptions 
will be made when there are no other qualified s taff members available.
Subd. 3. Reasonable effort w ill be made to fill all extracurricular vacancies 
with the teaching staff within the building. Failing that, other District 11 teachers 
will be given the opportunity to fill these vacancies.
Subd. 4. Known vacancies in coaching and extracurricular positions that cannot 
be filled from within the school staff will be posted districtwide on or about October 
1, January IS, and May 1.
Subd. 5. In the event o f a Minnesota State High School League mandated 
change o f season length no salary change will result. Coaches will be notified o f the 
change in writing and will have the right to resign their coaching position at that 
time. Resignations must be received by the Building Principal within seven working 
days o f the notice o f change. I f  the district desires to change season lengths, such 
change must be negotiated with the exclusive representative. The right to resign 
remains the same as above.
Subd. 6. When participant numbers warrant the hiring o f an additional coach, 
the building teaching staff shall be immediately notified, and reasonable e ffort will 
be made to fill that position as soon as possible.
Subd, 7. Coaches who coach less than the full season shall have their 
compensation pro rata, based on the full season. Examples are late start, early end 
or prolonged absence.
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Form G -l
ANOKA-HENNEPIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 11 
Coon Rapids, Minnesota
WRITTEN GRIEVANCE
Grievance No.______
Aggrieved____________________ Classification____________________
Grievance: State in clear terms the violation, people involved and other relevant
information.
Relief sought:
Date Signature
(To be filled out by the First Level Supervisor with copies to the Aggrieved and the 
Employee Relations Director.)
Disposition o f Step 1
Date
CO/ax/NBI-CTO
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Signature
ATI
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
If  during the life  of the 1987-89 master agreement, the District converts its program 
from an hourly to a credit format, the parties agree:
1. To meet, negotiate, and put in writing all agreements reached on mandatory 
subjects connected thereto, and
2. To meet and confer regarding all other issues.
Further, any state-issued guidelines on these matters in the interim take precedence over 
all local agreements.
(jJiuAn.- v)
Anoka-Hemvspin District No. 11Anoka-Hennepin Education Association 
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